














with different  card styles. Made of flexible vinyl, this 





holder is for credit card si ed .13" x 3.38"  credentials.
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3.05" x 4. 7" .13" x 3.38"
.01 " ront
.0 0" ac
















card carrying solution. he flexible vinyl is lightweight 
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hese flexible vinyl holders are ideal for 





bac stage pass or other credential with 

these event si e badge holders. Made of 

flexible vinyl, these holders will display the 

face of an inserted tic et,  pass, press 

pass or other i portant credential while 

si ultaneously protecting it fro  da age.







  hese holders are capable
of displaying large for ats, a ing the
perfect for displaying tic ets or other



 
holders' flexible vinyl construction a e
the  lighter and ore co fortable to wear
than rigid plastic while still providing si ilar


 
chain holes a e it easy for these holders
to be worn with a custo  lanyard.

Event si e Vinyl Badge Holder Specifications

    

 4.13" W x 8.13  W x 9.00
 

  W x 5.00  W x 5.75



















 



 














Vinyl Badge Holder it  lap los re Specifications

   

  



  

  






 






re i  Vinyl Badge Holder Specifications
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re i  Vinyl isplay Holder Specifications
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re i  Vinyl ro i ity ard Holder Specifications
   

   












Econo y Vinyl Badge Holder Specifications
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aser rinter aper nsert Specifications
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re i  Vinyl Vertical Badge Holder Specifications
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These flexible vinyl holders are ideal for holding large 
sporting event and concert tickets



badge holders. Made of flexible vinyl, these holders will display the face of an inserted 














 4.13" W x 8.13" H 4.44" W x 9.00" H

 4.50" W x 5.00" H 4.75" W x 5.75" H

Specifications

 

 

 












holders' flexible vinyl construction 
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These flexible vinyl holders are ideal for holding large 
sporting event and concert tickets



badge holders. Made of flexible vinyl, these holders will display the face of an inserted 














 4.13" W x 8.13" H 4.44" W x 9.00" H

 4.50" W x 5.00" H 4.75" W x 5.75" H

Specifications

 

 

 












holders' flexible vinyl construction 















 



 



 















Vinyl Event Badge Holder Specifications
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Vinyl Event Badge Holder Specifications
   

  












  















